
A bit of free information. tW
The famous Athenian temple frorn ancient times, the Parthenon, sits on the Acropolis.
Most ancient Greek towns had an acropolis, a high hill, a citadel, literally, at the top of the town.
Essential for defence, an acropolis was the reason why a town was built there.

Let's have a lookat the word, acropolis. , I ^ . r\
First, ocro.lt can mean at the tip ofrof, h 9n Uf '
Check out a few of the many English words beginning with acro:

acrobat, acrophobia, acronym, acrostic, acrogen.

Polis meant a town or settlement.
Sgme English words derived from it: policy, politics, police, politeness, and metropolis.

ln metropolis, the metro word is also of Greek origin, meaning mother.

Here is a bundle of eight pairs of synonyms but they are mixed up
Pair them off.

besotted nadir gloating alacrity infatuated scope celerity

enhancement complement frisson zenith acme ambit schadenfreude

bedrock thrill

lVord origins. During the Renbissance period the English language borrowed heavily from many
countries. Many of the languages that English borrowed from had borrowed words from other
countries. For example, a lot of words passed from Latin into French and later into English.

For the purpose of this exercfse we focus on the language to which the word betonged when the
English took it over. My source is Simon Winchester, an author of books about the creation of the
Oxford English Dictionary.

Below is a list of words borrowed into English at this time.
Further down is a bundle of languages from which these were borrowed. There is a different
language for each of the words.

Match up the languages with the words.
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I

\

grotesque
balcony
cannibaI
sago
caravan
kiosk

frolic
knapsack
ketchup
guru
trousers

I Hindi Dutch ltalian Chinese lrish Gaelic French Malay Spanish Turkish

German Persian]


